In order to make the query retrieve much more related products, some query rewrite methods have been proposed to obtain a set of candidate queries which can infer users' search intents and reduce the vocabulary gap between the original query and title of related products. However, previous studies ignore that some candidate queries may change users' search intents and retrieve irrelevant products. As a result, users' search experience will be impacted significantly. To reduce this influence, we need to design a semantic matching model to determine whether the candidate query change the original query's search intents (semantics). In addition, building a semantic matching model faces the following challenges: 1) Queries are usually very short and have limited information. It is very hard to learn an effective semantic matching model with the textual information of queries and candidate queries. 2) In order to get a generalized and effective mode, sufficient data samples are required to train the model. However, the cost of labeling is very huge. In order to address the above challenges, we propose an active and deep semantic matching framework (ActiveMatch) which is composed of two components. One component is the deep semantic matching (DSM) model which can make full use of the search log information to enhance the representation of queries and candidate queries. Then, it can estimate the semantic similarity between the original query and the candidate query more accurately. The other component is an uncertainty and novelty sampling (UNS) strategy which selects the samples to label based on the difficulty of the model estimating and the probability of the occurrence of new words. It not only reduces the cost of labeling but also ensures * Yatao Yang and Zibin Zheng are the member
INTRODUCTION
Query rewrite methods can retrieve much more products by reducing the vocabulary gap between the original query and the titles of products [16, 33, 34] . They are mainly composed of two phases: the candidate query generating phase and the candidate query ranking phase. In the candidate query generating phase, query rewrite methods can generate a set of candidate queries so as to reduce the vocabulary gap. Then, in the candidate query ranking phase, to get more effectively candidate queries, they mainly rank the candidate queries by click-through rate and the number of newly retrieved products.
However, some selected candidate queries may change users' search intents and retrieve irrelevant products which affect users' search experience significantly. We introduce the reason in detail by an example as follows. As shown in Figure 1 , a user wants to buy products related to below knee skirt. In addition, she wants to wear it in the winter. Therefore, she types the query with "Below the knee, Skirt in Winter". However, the title of many relevant products may utilize the "Long" keywords to replace the semantic of "Below the knee". In addition, many kinds of skirts, such as "Wool skirt", "Cotton Skirt" and so on, can be worn in the winter and their titles may not include the word "Winter". In order to retrieve much more products, three candidate queries have been generated in the candidate query generate phase. Then, she clicks two products which are retrieved by the candidate queries. From the view of click-through rate and the number of newly retrieved products, the first candidate query " Long Skirt" should be the best. However, it also retrieves some irrelevant products and affects the user's search experience. Therefore, in this paper, we judge the semantic similarity between the original query and each candidate queries. If the semantics of the original query is not changed by the candidate query, we will label the pair (the original query, a candidate query) with 1. It means this candidate query can be used to retrieve products. On the contrary, If the semantics of the original query is changed by the candidate query, we will label the pair with 0. In addition, some of the samples that we labeled are shown in table 1. Then, we optimize the semantic matching work as a binary classification. The task of our work is to maximize the probability of the candidate query which is semantically similar to the original query.
To get more accurately candidate queries, an ideal semantic matching framework need to overcome the problems in the following two aspects: 1) How to capture the semantic similarity between short texts? As we all know, the original query and candidate queries are very short. It is not easy to conduct the semantic matching only with the textual information. 2) Training a good semantic matching model requires sufficient data samples. However, more data means higher labeling costs. How to reduce the cost of labeling and ensure the performance of the semantic matching model is another problem.
In order to address the above problems, we propose an active and deep semantic matching (ActiveMatch) framework which is composed of the following two components: 1) The deep semantic matching model can judge the semantic similarity based on our proposed multi-view attention structure by utilizing both the textual sequence information and the search log information. Because the search log information that is related to the query can enrich the representation of query information. 2) Since different labeled samples could contribute different gains to the semantic matching model, we propose an uncertainty and novelty sampling (UNS) strategy which can select the unlabelled samples by two factors. One factor is the probability of how hard it is for the model to inference the semantic similarity on samples. The other is the probability of the new word which is contained in the original query and candidate query. In this way, the selected samples contain more information that is unknown to the current model. Then, they will be labeled and used to improve the performance of the model effectively.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose an active and deep semantic matching framework to judge the semantic similarity between the original query and the candidate query. It not only reduces the vocabulary gap between the original query and product information but also ensures that the retrieved products can meet the users' search intents. • In order to solve the problem of short text, our DSM model can make full use of search log information which can enhance the semantic matching between the original query and candidate query by multi-view attention. In addition, we propose an active learning framework which can utilize fewer samples to improve the semantic matching model effectively and generically. • We conduct extensive experiments on the Taobao e-commercial search platform. The experimental results show the effectiveness of our ActiveMatch framework. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We present the related research in Section 2. Section 3 presents the active and deep semantic matching framework. We then give the experimental results in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper and introduce future work in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Query Rewriting and Expansion is an essential part of language retrieval [5] . Xu et al. [42] utilized word context and phrase structure between the query and retrieved documents to get the top-ranked similar documents. Then, some works focused on using query logging data to generate similar queries as candidate queries based on some factors, such as click-through rate [13, 44] , co-occurrence in search sessions [19] or query similarity based on click graphs [3, 14] . However, these methods did not explicitly capture context information, they usually had low precision. Therefore, some methods have been introduced to avoid this problem by using some Figure 2 : The framework of ActiveMatch.
sophisticated smooth techniques [15, 34] . As similar queries have different performance, Baeza-Yates et al. [4] ranked similar queries by measuring the magnitude of answers returned in the past of this query that has attracted the attention of users. Cao et al. [8] built a concept sequence suffix tree as the query suggestion model by query session data. In recent years, He et al. [16] proposed a learning to rewrite framework that contains a query rewriting phase and a candidate query ranking phase. The query rewriting phase utilizes a sequence to sequence (Seq2Seq) method [36] to build a new candidate generator. The candidate query ranking phase utilized learning to rank method to rank similar queries based on click-through rate. In addition, the task of our semantic matching model is similar to Natural language inference (NLI). The original query can be recognized as a premise and the candidate query is the hypothesis. Since the semantic matching model between the query and candidates query did not get enough attention, the NLI related models are more useful for our task. NLI is concerned with determining whether a natural language hypothesis can be inferred from a premise [27] . Bowman et al. [7] released a large annotated corpus (SNLI) for learning NLI task and experimented with simple classification models as well as simple neural networks that encode the premise and hypothesis independently. In recent years, many deep learning NLI related methods have been proposed. They could be divided into two categories: 1) The encoder-based model which aims at learning more powerful hidden vector to represent the premise and hypothesis. Then, the concatenation of two vector representation along with their absolute element-wise difference and the elementwise product will be used for NLI task training [12, 29, 37] . 2) The attention-based model that can utilize the attention structure to learn the relationship information between premise and hypothesis. [10, 20, 31] . Actually, the attention model has been shown to be effective in many NLP related tasks such as recommendation [26] , machine translation [6, 25] , text classification [40, 43] , and text summarization [9, 35] .
In this paper, to enhance the performance of the semantic matching model in the short text problem, we utilize the search log information to enhance the representation of queries and candidate queries. Then the enhanced representation information can be utilized in our proposed multi-view attention structure to improve the accuracy of the model.
In addition, the active learning method can make the model achieve good performance with fewer training samples [22] . In recent years, there are some works aiming to integrate active learning with deep learning. Wang and Shang [39] proposed an AL_DL strategy for data selection. A similar idea was reported for hyperspectral image classification [24] . Alemdar et al. [2] proposed an active learning strategy for the large scale activity recognition in smart homes. These methods could reduce the annotation effort by selecting only the most informative data points for annotation. In this paper, in order to reduce the cost of human labeling and ensure the model's generalization, we propose an uncertainty and novelty sampling strategy to select samples which contain more information that is unknown to the current model.
ACTIVEMATCH FRAMEWORK
In this section, we will introduce the detail of our ActiveMatch framework. Section 3.1 will first briefly introduce the components of the ActiveMatch framework. Then, we will present the construction of the deep semantic matching model in Section 3.2. Finally, the uncertainty and novelty sampling strategy will be introduced in Section 3.3.
Overview of ActiveMatch Framework
As shown in Figure 2 , we propose an ActiveMatch framework to judge the semantic similarity between the original query and the rewrite candidate queries. Firstly, the experts can utilize the UNS strategy to obtain some unlabeled samples which can be labeled and improve the model effectively. Then, the DSM model can utilize much more labeled sample to enhance its performance. In addition, we utilize the DSM model to predict the unlabeled samples and get the semantic similarity score of each sample. At the same time, the score also helps the active learning strategy to judge the samples which need to be labeled. Finally, we can find that the DSM model and UNS strategy are mutually affected and enhanced by each other in the loop.
DSM Model
As shown in Figure 3 , the DSM Model is composed of the following three components: input and encoding, multi-view attention and Session: Long -E-Commerce and Advertising I CIKM '19, November 3-7, 2019, Beijing, China match. The goal of the DSM model is to predict a label y that indicates the semantic similarity between the query q and the rewrite candidate query r . If y is 1, the semantic of r matches the semantic of q, otherwise the semantic of r has been changed.
3.2.1
Input and Encoding. In order to judge the semantic similarity between the original query and the rewrite candidate query under the short text problem, we judge the semantic similarity from both textual information and search log information. Because the search log information that is related to the query can enrich the representation of query information. For an original query and a rewrite candidate query pair (q, r ), we can first obtain the input of search log information by two data views, such as retrieved products view and clicked products view.
Retrieved Products View (RPV): The input of this data view (X RPV ) is built based on the product information that was retrieved q and r . P RPV q and P RPV r are a collection of products that are retrieved by q and r , respectively. The detailed descriptions of the values in the X RPV are introduced as follows: It should be noted that the vector of titles is the average of all the title's vector in the collection. And a title's vector is the average of all word's vector in the title. In addition, the vector of the word is built based on product title textual information and query textual information by word2vec method [28] . (5) The Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) similarity [32] between the titles' vector of P RPV q and P RPV r .
Clicked Products View (CPV): The input of this data view (X C PV ) is built based on the clicked product information after users search with q and r . P C PV q and P C PV r are the collection of clicked products after users search with q and query r , respectively. The detailed descriptions of the values in the X C PV are introduced as follows: Then, we can also obtain the input of textual information by two data views, such as textual similarity view and textual term view.
Text Similarity View (TSV): The input of this data view (X T SV ) is built based on the textual information of q and r . The detailed descriptions of the values in the X T SV are introduced as follows:
(1) The size of the difference between q and r at the word, character and POS tag [11] sequence level. (2) The Jaccard similarity coefficient between q and r at the word, character, and POS tag sequence level. (3) The PCC between q and r . The vector of q is the average of all word vector in q. The vector of r is the average of all word vector in r . (4) The BLEU [30] score of the q with respect to the r in wordlevel, using an n-gram length between 1 and 4. Text Word View (TWV): The input of this data view is the word sequence of q and r .
Wherein, X T W V q ∈ R m×d e and X T W V r ∈ R n×d e is the word embedding vector sequence of q and r , respectively. m and n are the number of words in q and r respectively. Then, the v r 1 and v q 1
is the embedding vector of the i-th word in q and r , respectively. d e is the size of the embedding vector. In addition, the embedding vector is initialized with the pre-train word vector. In this paper, we use google word2vec [28] method to pre-train the word. i . To keep the notations for later use, we write h q i as the output (hidden) state generated by the BiLSTM at i-th word over the input sequence . It is applied to r in the same way.
Wherein, h q ∈ R m×d l s t m and h r ∈ R n×d l s t m are the output state of X T W V q and X T W V r after learning by BiLSTM, respectively. d l stm is the number of neurons in BiLSTM.
In addition, because the search log information that is related to the query can enrich the representation of query information, we utilize the fully connection layer to encode the input of X wide = [X RPV , X C PV , X T SV ]. It should be noted that X wide is a vector. It not only has semantic similarity features from search logs and text information but also contains the vector of q and r which are Session: Long -E-Commerce and Advertising I CIKM '19, November 3-7, 2019, Beijing, China
represented by using product title information. The fully connected layer is named as the dense layer in Figure 3 . The encoding of this part can be formulated as follows:
Wherein, h wide ∈ R d w id e is the hidden state of search log information. d wide is the number of neurons in F wide 2 (·). In addition, F wide 1 (·) and F wide 2 (·) are two fully-connected layers. And we use ReLU [23] as the activation function.
Multi-view Attention. .
In order to make full use of the hidden vectors that are generated in the encoding component, we propose a multi-view attention which can fully consider h q , h r , and h wide .
Firstly, it can learn a semantic matching task from the view of the original query and the candidate query, respectively. Because, if the original query and candidate query are exchanged, the semantic matching label may be different. For example, if the original query is "Skirt Long" and the candidate query is "skirt", the semantic similarity label is 0. Because the candidate query loses the "long" keyword and retrieves a lot of irrelevant products. However, if we exchange the original query and candidate query, the label will become 1, Because the "long" keyword can be a good inference to clarify the intent of the user. Therefore, we need to learn the attention weight of the original query view and candidate query view, respectively. Therefore, we compute the attention weights by the inner product between the hidden vector of the original query and the hidden vector of the candidate query. The formula is shown as follows:
Wherein, e ∈ R m×n is the inner product weight matrix between the original query and the candidate query and e i j means the value of the i-th row and the j-th columns in e.ê q i j andê r i j represents the original query view's and the candidate query view's attention weight between the i-th word in the original query and the j-th word in the candidate query, respectively.
Secondly, because the textual information of the original query and the candidate query contains limited information, We utilize the search log information to enrich the textual information and obtain the weight of each word in the textual sequence. The equations can be found as follows:
Wherein, W q 1 ∈ R d mod el ×d w 1 is the weight parameter that comprehensive learns both the hidden states h q i of the i-th word in the original query and the hidden state h wide of the search log. d w 1 means the number of hidden state to learn the hidden state that is mentioned before. Because the original query and candidate query is very short, the h wide can be an effective supplement for the text sequence information. Then, we get the hidden features by the tanh activation. In addition, W q 2 ∈ R d mod el ×1 is another weight parameter to learn weight of the i-th word in the original query. Finally, we will get theē q i which is the attention weight of the s q i after so f tmax activation. The same way is applied to the candidate query.
Finally, we get the multi-view attention formula as follows:
In order to calculate the semantic similarity between the query and the candidate query, we build two hidden vectors by the multi-view attention as follows:
whereȟ q i is a weighted summation of all the hidden vectors in h q of candidate query. It can be considered as the content in the candidate query which is relevant to the original query will be selected. The same way is applied to theȟ r i .
Wherein,ȟ q ∈ R m×d l s t m andȟ r ∈ R n×d l s t m are the output state of the original query and candidate query after multi-view attention, respectively.
Then, we match the semantic similarity between the original query and the candidate query as follows:
Wherein, ⊙ means the element-wise product. Then, in order to learn the semantic matching features, we utilize a BiLSTM to learn m q and m q .
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where c q and c r are the output (hidden) state of the BiLSTM. The final semantic matching features c contain five kinds of information, such as global max or average pooling of c q , global max or average pooling of c r , and the hidden vectors of the search log information. Then, We put c into a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) [38] classifier. The MLP contains a hidden layer with ReLU activation and Siдmoid output layer in our experiments. Finally, We use binary cross entropy loss to learn the task.
UNS Strategy
In order to reduce the cost of labeling and guarantee the accuracy of the DSM model, we propose an uncertainty and novelty (UNS) sampling strategy to select the samples which can improve the model effectively. i := i + 1 25: until MS not improve in n step 26: end function
We outline our ActiveMatch framework in Algorithm 1. The process of ActiveMatch is shown from line 9 to 25.
Firstly, as the process from line 10 to 15 shows, we randomly select a dataset (D 0 ) which contains K samples from D. Then, the expert labels the samples ofD 0 . As a result, we can obtain the labeledD 0 (L 0 ), and we removeD 0 from the unlabeled dataset. Finally, we train the DSM model with L 0 and test the performance in the test dataset T . MS is the metric score of the test dataset. In addition, we predict the unlabeled dataset (D) with the trained DSM model and get the score of semantic similarity (S 0 ).
Secondly, we iteratively select unlabeled samples to label and then utilize them to enhance the DSM model. In this part, we propose an active learning strategy named uncertainty and novelty sampling (UNS) which can select samples by two factors. When the prediction score of a sample near 0.5, it means the current DSM model is difficult to judge the label of this sample. If the expert labels this example, the DSM model can enhance its ability by learning this sample. Therefore, The first factor is that the prediction score of the DSM model is close to 0.5. We calculate this probability by |S i −0.5| 0.5 . Where S i means the predict score of DSM model for the unlabeled dataset D in the i-th step. Because the range of S i is [0,1], the range of
also is [0,1]. The larger value represents that the sample is more difficult to predict by the current DSM model. In addition, different types of products often have different vocabularies. if the original query and candidate query contains much more new words, It may mean that it contains rich information about a new product area and can be considered as the cold start sample. Therefore, the other factor is the probability of the new word (r i ) which is contained in the original query and candidate query. In line 17 and 18, we select k samples by the probability which was got by the probability of the DSM model hard to judge and the probability of new words. In addition, we utilize α to control the weight of different probability scores. Then, we get the new human labeled dataset which can be used to train model. As a result, with the increasing number of labeled data, the accuracy of the DSM model will gradually increase.
Finally, this iterative process can be stopped when the accuracy of the model does not increase in n rounds. In this process, we not only can get an optimized model but also reduce the cost of human labeling. In Section 4, we will evaluate the effectiveness of our active learning framework.
EXPERIMENT
In this section, we will introduce our experiment in detail. Section 4.1 will describe the related datasets that are used in our experiments. Then, we will illustrate the baseline models and metrics in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, respectively. Finally, the implementation details of our model in the experiment and the experiment results and analysis will be introduced in Section 4.4, Section 4.5 and Section 4.6 .
Dataset
In this paper, we do our experiment on Taobao e-commercial search platform. As Table 2 shows, , We collect three types of datasets, such as semantic matching (SM) dataset, retrieved product information (RPI) dataset and clicked product information (CPI) dataset.
SM Dataset: The semantic matching dataset contains five columns. In this paper, the train samples and test samples are obtained from this dataset. In this paper, we label 22,551 pairs (an original query, a candidate query, semantic similarity(0/1)) from the search log in the Taobao e-commercial platform. It should be noted that a query have more than 10 candidate queries.The candidate queries are obtained according to the method in [41] . The label of each pair are labeled by five experts. For each pair, we adopt the label that most experts 
RPI
The word sequence of query. The title of product that was retrieved.
CPI
The id of user. The word sequence of query.
The title of product that was clicked.
assign. Finally, we randomly obtain 80% of the original queries and take their labeled candidate queries as a training set for training the model, and the rest 20% as the test dataset. RPI Dataset: The retrieved product information dataset mainly contains two columns. The RPI dataset can be used to construct the matching features by the products that are retrieved by the original query and the candidate query. The number of products exceeds 24 million in this dataset.
CPI Dataset: The clicked product information dataset contains three columns. If the user clicks a product that is retrieved by a query, it represents the title of product can be as related information of the query. Because the query and candidate query are very short, we can match the semantic between them by the the clicked product information. The number of CPI dataset exceeds 2 million in this dataset.
Baseline Methods
In order to validate the effectiveness of our DSM model, we compare with the following methods:
• Candidate Ranking (CR). This method was proposed in the learning to rewrite queries framework [16] . It split the process of query rewrite into a candidate query generating phase and a candidate query ranking phase. In the candidate query generating phase, it utilized a sequence to sequence model [36] and the statistical machine translation [34] (SMT) to generate candidate queries. Then, in the candidate ranking phase, it first built 18 hand-crafted features about the original query and candidate queries. Then, it utilizes the pair-wise loss to optimize the click-through rate related ranking task. In this paper, the method of the candidate query ranking phase in this paper is named CR. • Co-Training. Xiao et al. [41] propose a weakly supervised co-training framework for query rewriting and semantic matching to solve the problem of sparsely labeled data. It firstly makes full use of a large amount of biased and noisy search log to learn the representation of the original query and candidate queries. Then, it builds a fully-connected layer to learn the semantic matching task by the representation vector of the query pair and some hand-crafted features. In this paper, the method of the semantic matching in this paper is named Co-Training. • BiLSTM. This method was proposed by [12] , and it utilizes a Bi-directional LSTMs (BiLSTM) to encode the embedding information. Then the encoded information will be processed by MaxPooling layer. It got good performance in NLI task. In recent years, many related NLI works were proposed based on this method. • Enhancing Sequential Inference Models (ESIM). [10] propose an enhancing sequential inference models (ESIM) based on chain networks and can actually outperform most of the previous method in NLI task. It is also a very famous model in the NLI. • Densely-connected Co-attentive Recurrent Neural Network (DCRN) . Recently, the architectural developments using deeper layers have led more progress in performance. [20] proposed a densely-connected co-attentive recurrent neural network, each layer of which uses concatenated information of attentive features as well as hidden features of all the preceding recurrent layers. It has achieved the highest accuracy in the NLI task so far.
It should be noted that the CR and Co-Training methods are query rewrite related methods. In addition, the task of semantic matching is similar to NLI. Therefore, we also compare with some state-ofthe-art methods in NLI, such as BiLSTM, ESIM and DCRN. For the active learning strategy, the baseline methods are introduced as follows:
• Random. In order to validate the effectiveness of our active learning strategy, the random strategy will randomly select a sample set which will be labeled in each round. • Uncertainty Sampling (US). In recent years, US selects the unlabeled samples by the uncertainty of the model score. It is the most popular active learning strategy which was utilized by much related active learning works [2, 24, 39] . • Novelty Sampling (NS). NS is a part of our UNS strategy.
It selects the unlabeled samples only by the novelty factor.
Evaluation Metrics
In order to evaluate the performance of our semantic matching (DSM) model and our active learning strategy (UNS), we use two typical evaluation metrics, such as the normalized discounted cumulative gain NDCG@3 1 score and the area under curve (AUC) 2 . In addition, we conduct a significance test by using the paired t-test.
Implementation Detail
We implement our DSM model through Tensorflow [1] . We use Adam [21] optimizer to optimize the parameters and learn the gradient of the loss by the back-propagation algorithm. The initial learning rate and the dropout rate are 0.005 and 0.5, respectively. In addition, the size of the word embedding vector and the number of neurons in the BiLSTM is 256 and 128, respectively. Finally, the number of neurons in the dense layer is 256.
Experiment Set
In this paper, we design the experiments mainly to verify the following questions: Figure 4 : The AUC score of DSM model on training data with different size.
• The effectiveness of DSM: Whether our semantic matching (DSM) model will be better than other baseline models? How much better our DSM model will be than other models?
In addition, we also analyze whether the search log information and multi-view attention enhance our DSM model. • The effectiveness of UNS: Whether the active learning strategy (UNS) will be better than other baseline models and can effectively reduce the cost of human labeling, how many samples can be reduced by our active learning strategy?
In addition, we also analyze the factors that will affect the efficiency of the UNS.
Result and Analysis
4.6.1 The effectiveness of DSM. In order to validate the effectiveness of DSM, we randomly select 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the training dataset to train the DSM model and get the metric scores on the test dataset. As Table 3 shows, we will compare the results of five baseline methods with our DSM model. It should be noted that these baseline methods can be divided into two groups. The first group is the query rewrite related methods. it contains CR method and Co-training method. We can find that the metric scores in MAP, NDCG@3, and AUC are lower than the Co-training method. The reason can be explained by two factors. The one is that the CR method only utilizes hand-crafted features to learn the semantic matching task. The other is that Co-training utilizes a large amount of biased and noisy search log to learn the representation of the original query and candidate queries. The search log information is useful for semantic matching model. The second group is the natural language inference (NLI) related methods. Because the task of our semantic matching task is similar to the task of NLI, we also compared the performance of some stateof-art methods in NLI with our DSM model. Because the BiLSTM method only utilizes a Bi-directional LSTM to encode the word embedding information of the original query and candidate query, its metric scores are the lowest in the second group. At the same time, we can find that the metric scores of DCRN and ESIM are very close.
In addition, when the size of training data is small, for example the sample ratio is 25% or 50%, the metric score of Co-Training method is lower than other baseline methods. When the data size increases, we will find that DRCN and ESIM models have advantages. The reason may be that the first group methods learn the hand-crafted features, and the model does not need a lot of data to train a deep network. However, the second group methods, such as DCRN and ESIM, need a lot of samples to train a deep and complex network.
Then, we can find that our DSM model outperforms all the baseline methods in the training dataset with different size. The AUC score improves 1.79%, 3.03%, 2.21%, and 2.23% when we randomly select 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the training dataset to train the model, respectively. At the same time, the NDCG@3 score improves 3.02%, 2.96%, 4.25%, and 3.95% when we randomly select 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the training dataset to train the model, respectively. In addition, the results that are obtained on 75% of the training Session: Long -E-Commerce and Advertising I CIKM '19, November 3-7, 2019, Beijing, China Figure 4 . When the sample ratio of the training dataset from 10% to 50%, the AUC score of DSM model increased rapidly. Then, after obtaining 50% training dataset to train the DSM model, the AUC score begins to grow slowly with the data size increase. However, when more than 80% of training dataset is selected to train the model, the AUC score starts to decrease. This phenomenon shows that there will be a lot of samples in the data set, which has little effect on the model. The reason may be that there are many similar samples which have limited promotion to the model. Therefore, we also design an uncertainty and novelty sampling strategy to select the samples which can improve the effect of model effectively. The experiments to validate the effectiveness of our UNS strategy can be found in the next subsection.
In addition, to verify whether search log information can help semantic matching tasks in short text, we do experiments on the DSM model which remove the information of CPV or RPV. The experimental results can be found in Figure 5 . When we remove the RPV in the DSM model, the AUC score decrease 1.28%, 0.94%, 1.02%, and 0.97% when we randomly select 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the training dataset to train the model. In addition, When we remove the CPV in the DSM model, the AUC score decrease 1.25%, 1.04%, 1.12%, and 1.06% when we randomly select 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the training dataset to train the model. From this, we can see that search log information can improve the accuracy of the DSM model. In addition, the search log information has a greater impact on the model that is trained by fewer training samples. The reason should be that some hand-crafted features in CPV and RPV are more important with fewer data sets.
4.6.2
The effectiveness of UNS. In order to validate the effectiveness of the UNS strategy, we compare it with the other three baseline methods. The active learning process that has been detailed introduced in subsection 3.3, we should randomly select a dataset from the candidate training data to label at first. To guarantee fairness, each method uses the same dataset to train in the first round. And we use the test dataset to validate the performance. As Table 4 shows, we set the select data size (5, 000) in each round. Firstly, we test the efficiency of different active learning strategies on three models. For the Co-Training model, when it achieves similar AUC score in four active learning strategies, we find that the U N S strategy only need 65,000 samples. It can reduce 35,000 labeled samples compared with random method. For the DCRN model and DSM model, The U N S strategy also achieves the best performance than the other three strategies. Furthermore, we find that the U N S strategy select fewer samples in DSM than Co-Training and DCRN. It means that our DSM model with U N S active learning strategy can utilize the least samples to achieve good performance, it only needs 12 rounds and select 60,000 samples. This method reduces the workload of the labeling by nearly half compared with random labeling method.
Then, in order to validate the effectiveness of select data size (K) in the active learning process. We vary the K from 1,000 to 6000 with step 1000. As shown in Figure 6 , we find that the labeled data size will decrease with a smaller K value. When too many samples are selected at each step, it will lead to some weak samples that will also be selected.
In addition, in order to observe the effects of different α values on the ActiveMatch, and the K value is 1000, we utilize the U N S strategy to label 5,000 samples. Then, we obtain the NDCG@3 score of DSM model that is trained by these samples. The experimental result can be found in Figure 7 . When the α value is between 0.4 and 0.6, the effect of the model is optimal. It means that when we comprehensively utilize the probability of new words and the Session: Long -E-Commerce and Advertising I CIKM '19, November 3-7, 2019, Beijing, China probability that the model is hard to predict, we will choose more effective samples.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As the candidate queries that are generated by query rewriting methods are easy to change the user's original intent, the inappropriate search results will affect the user experience in the search system. Therefore, the semantic matching between the query and candidate queries needs much more attention. In this paper, we propose an active and deep semantic matching framework to select candidate queries more accurately. Moreover, our framework can utilize the UNS strategy to train an effective semantic matching model by fewer labeled samples. In future work, since the queries usually are very short and contain limited information, we will explore much more information to enhance the representation of the queries. In addition, we will analyze more factors which can be used to select much more effective samples in the active learning process.
